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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Wholesale Black Stone Mosaic Tile Waterjet Brass Inlay Tile Backsplash

Short Description: WANPO supplies this black

stone mosaic tile with a waterjet flower design

and brass inlay tile for bachsplash in your kitchen

or bathroom. This natural black marble mosaic

tile combines the elegant beauty of marble and

brass to add a unique artistic touch to your space.

Model No.: WPM415

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Black & Golden

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Brass

Product Detail:

Product Description

We offer wholesale black stone mosaic tiles with water jet and copper inlay background

design. This tile combines the elegant beauty of marble and brass to add a unique artistic

touch to your space. Each tile is carefully crafted for quality and durability. This black

waterjet marble mosaic tile is perfect for a copper inlaid background. As a water jet

mosaic marble tile supplier, our product quality and workmanship are top-notch. Using

waterjet craftsmanship, we were able to precisely combine marble and brass to create

stunning artistic effects. Our products are not only high quality and durable, but also

focus on design and artistry. And our tiles feature a sunflower pattern that will bring
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elegance and opulence to your space. Its high-quality materials and unique design will

add a touch of luxury, while its easy-to-clean and durable features make it suitable for

high-humidity environments. In a word, metal inlaid black marble basket pattern mosaic

has become a popular choice in the field of interior decoration for its unique design and

high-quality features.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Wholesale Black Stone Mosaic Tile Waterjet Brass Inlay Tile Backsplash

Model No.: WPM415

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: Black & Golden

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM415

Color: Black, Golden

Material Name: Nero Marquina Marble Mosaic, Brass

Model No.: WPM369

Color: White, Grey, Golden

Material Name: Crystal Thassos Marble, Crystal Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM067

Style: White Herringbone Tile

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble Mosaic, Brass

Product Application

If you are looking for uniquely designed flooring materials, our brass inlaid marble floor tiles are your

best choice. This flooring can add luxury and style to your interior spaces and add a touch of class to



your home design. Whether you are creating a luxury private residence or looking for a unique

decorative element for a hotel, restaurant or commercial space, our black stone mosaic tile waterjet

brass inlay backdrop will be your ideal choice. Used as a backdrop in your kitchen or bathroom, it will

add a touch of sophistication and luxury to your space. Whether it is a modern or classic style, this tile

will match perfectly.

As a sunflower mosaic tile pattern supplier, we provide you with a variety of beautiful sunflower patterns

to choose from. These patterns will bring sunshine and life to your space, creating a warm and cheerful

atmosphere.

FAQ

Q: What is the packaging of the product Wholesale Black Stone Mosaic Tile Waterjet Brass Inlay Tile

Backsplash?

A: Our mosaic stone packaging is paper boxes and fumigated wooden crates. Pallets and Polywood

packaging are also available. We support OEM packaging as well.

Q: What is the average lead time?

A: The average lead time is 25 days, we can produce faster for normal mosaic patterns, and the fastest

days we deliver is 7 working days for those stocks of marble mosaic products.

Q: How about the shipping costs?

A: We need to check with our logistic company about the shipping fees, different lines and goods

weight owns different costs.

Q: How much is the proofing fee? How long to come out for samples?

A: Different patterns own different proofing fees. It takes about 3 - 7 days to come out for samples.


